The Storybook Adventurer Suspended in a Gelatinous Cube Contemplates His Life

“echoes in the dark”
@dungeon_bot

Wars ago, I swear must’ve walked on better roads.
If I should, in this chapter, need to die,
a slim page is what I’ll be on occasion.
With any luck, there’ll be just a few typos.
Probably in the matter I occupy, a tagged box—
This grotto is the chamber in which our hero,
sadly finds a jellied cube that causes his demise.
Stasis. O, so many times I hear someone say
Light! & then buckle at the sight of a man
suspended. Usually, they jabber some words & scatter quickly.
But, no, that’s not sinister, just some fearful unknowing.
Then, silence—a pot hole & a cube’s slow slide.